Estimating the fundamental frequency (F0) of a target sound in noisy reverberant environments is a challenging issue in not only sound analysis/synthesis but also sound enhancement. This paper proposes a method for robustly and accurately estimating the F0 of a time-variant complex tone on the basis of an amplitude modulation/demodulation technique. It is based on the mechanism of the pitch perception of amplitude modulated signal and the frame-work of power envelope restoration based on the concept of modulation transfer function. Computer simulations were carried out to discuss feasibility of the accuracy and robustness of the proposed method for estimating the F0 in heavy noisy reverberant environments. The comparative results revealed that the percentage correct rates of the estimated F0s using five recent methods (TEMPO2, YIN, PHIA, CmpCep, and SWIPE') were drastically reduced as the SNR decreased and the reverberation time increased. The results also demonstrated that the proposed method robustly and accurately estimated the F 0 in both heavy noisy and reverberant environments.
Introduction
Estimating the fundamental frequency (F0) of a target sound is a significant challenge in not only sound analysis/synthesis but also various types of multimedia signal processing. For example, the F 0 is used as a factor to control the pitch of sound in sound analysis/synthesis and a significant cue for sound enhancement. Therefore, the F0 needs to be robustly and accurately estimated from observed signals in real environments.
Estimation of the F0 of a target sound has been widely studied in the literature on speech signal processing, and many methods have been proposed over the last half century [1] . The conventional methods can be divided into processing in the time domain or frequency domain, or both. Most of these methods use periodic features in the time domain (e.g., autocorrelation) or harmonic features in the frequency domain (e.g., comb filtering) [1] . The others suppress the vocal tract filter effect based on the source-filter model [1] .
Some methods that precisely estimate the F0 of target noiseless speech have been established (e.g., TEMPO [2] (TEMPO2 [3] ) and YIN [4] ) by comparing electro-glottal-graph information. It has been reported that both methods can be used to estimate the F 0 of target noiseless speech extremely accurately. However, they cannot precisely estimate F 0 in noisy environments [5] , reverberant environments [6] , or both [7] .
Other methods have been proposed that robustly estimate the F 0 of observed speech in noisy environments [5, 8] . The instantaneous amplitude (IA) of speech has been reported to have fine harmonic features that are robust against background noise. The instantaneous frequency (IF) of speech has also been used to estimate F 0s accurately, but when used in TEMPO, their stability is sensitive to noise. More robust methods using the IF by using bandwidth equations with harmonicity [8] or using the periodicity and harmonicity [5] related to the IA and IF have been proposed.
On the other hand, these methods to estimate the F0 of a target signal robustly and accurately have been studied in reverberant environments [6] . It has been revealed that the correctness of the F0 estimated by using these methods was drastically reduced as the reverberation time increased while the F0 estimated with periodicity and/or harmonicity on the complex cepstrum by using the source-filter model [6] was relatively robust and accurate. However, it has not yet been clarified whether all these methods can precisely estimate F 0 in very noisy reverberant environments.
The possibility of estimating the F 0 of a steady complex tone in noisy reverberant environments based on the pitch perception of AM tone has been studied [7, 9] . The results of computer simulations showed that our method could robustly and accurately estimate F 0 from a noisy reverberant tone. However the target signal was limited to only steady complex tone with a time-invariant F0 in the long-term. This paper proposes a method for robustly and accurately estimating the F0 of a timevariant target signal in very noisy reverberant environments.
Signal definitions, problems, and concept

Definitions and problems
A time-variant harmonic signal, x(t), as a target signal, can be represented as a form of analytical signal:
where a k (t) is the instantaneous amplitude and θ k (t) is the instantaneous phase. Here, k denotes the harmonic index and K is the number of harmonics (k = 1, 2, · · · , K). Since ω k (t) = 2πkF0(t), the fundamental frequency, F0(t), is an instantaneous frequency so that it should be extracted from x(t) using instantaneous cues. The task of estimating F0 in noisy reverberant environments is to extract F 0(t) from noisy reverberant speech signal y(t). 
Amplitude modulation and demodulation
Amplitude modulation (AM) is a technique used in radio communication. The AM-signal fluctuates amplitude as the transmitted signal in relation to the message being sent on the carrier signal. The AM-signal, xAM(t), is formulated as
Here, m(t) = cos(ωmt) and c(t) = cos(ωct) are referred to as "message" and "carrier" signals, respectively, where ω m = 2πfm and ωc = 2πfc. fm and fc are the modulation frequency and carrier frequency, respectively. A and M , are the carrier amplitude and magnitude of the message, respectively. Thus, M is referred to as the "modulation index". By using trigonometric identities, it can be rewritten as
where ωc must be much greater than ωm (ωc ωm). Therefore, x AM(t) has three components: a carrier (third term) and two sideband signals (first two terms), as shown in Fig. 1 (a) .
The simplest form of AM is product detection. By multiplying the same carrier, we obtained
Then, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) , by low-pass filtering with the cutoff frequency of 2ωm and by multiplying 2/AM , we obtained
where LPF[·] is low-pass filtering.
Pitch perception of AM tone
People can easily perceive the pitch of a periodic complex tone (target signal) in realistic environments. In particular, we can perceive the pitch corresponding to the fundamental period (1/F 0 ) of vibration, even if no energy is present at the fundamental. This phenomenon is referred to as "the missing fundamental" and has been widely studied. The pitch perception of AM tone is related to field of literatures. This phenomenon can be interpreted as the fundamental frequency relating to the differences between the center and side-lobe frequencies and/or the fundamental period observed in the temporal-lobe in the temporal amplitude are important cues for pitch perception [10] .
Concept of proposed method
Accurately and robustly estimating the F0 in computer systems is very difficult in very noisy reverberant environments while people can easily do the same task. Our concept for solving this problem is motivated from the above knowledge with regard to the pitch perception of the AM signal. Figure 1 (c) shows the harmonics of the complex tone with the F 0. Our concept is to extract any three harmonics from the complex tone and then demodulate the message from them in which the harmonic frequencies, f1, f2, and f3, correspond to the sidebands and center frequencies in theAM domain, fc − fm, fc + fm, and fc.
The extracted message has a periodic signal with 1/F0 so that the final step is to extract this fundamental period or the frequency of m(t) as the estimated F 0. However, m(t) is irregularly smeared due to the effects of noise and reverberation. Thus, envelope restoration based on the modulation transfer function (MTF) concept [12] is used to restore m(t) as a maximization of the modulation index to be 1.0 by using the following equation.
Here, Ex(z) is the restored m(t), E y (z) is the extracted m(t)
and f s is the sampling frequency.TR is controlled so that the modulation index of m(t) is 1.0. The concept of our proposed method is to estimate F 0 robustly and accurately from the restored m(t) in noisy reverberant environments. (1) Band-limitation. The band-pass filter (BPF) is used to extract all three harmonics (f1, f2, and f3) as an AM signal, xAM (t), in Eq. (4) from y(t). In this case, the lower frequency fL and the upper frequency fH in the band-limitation are set under f c − fm (= f1) and over fc + fm (= f3) in which the center frequency f c = f2. In the algorithm, a candidate of f2 is set as f 2 = 2F0 and then f1 and f3 are determined as f1 = F0 and f3 = 3F0.
Proposed method
(2) Noise reduction. General spectral subtraction is used to remove inharmonic noise under the averaged spectra from the output of the BPF.
(3) Demodulation process. Product detection is used as the amplitude demodulator to extract m(t) from the three extracted harmonics above. In this case, the auto-correlation method is used to synchronize the cosine wave as a local oscillator into cos(ω ct) in Eq. (5). This process is phase compensation. Then, by using LPF, m(t) can be extracted from xAM(t).
(4) Envelope Restoration. By using Eq. (7), m(t) is restored so that the modulation index M can reach 1.0.
(5) F0 determination. Period 1/fm in m(t) can be derived by using the auto-correlation function of m(t) and/or spectrum analysis by fast Fourier transform (FFT). If f m is completely identified as the candidate for F 0, the estimated fm is the estimated fundamental frequencyF 0. These blocks of the demodulation process and F 0 determination run with the number of search candidates of F 0. The identified F0 is the estimated F 0(t) in the proposed method. 
Evaluations
We considered whether the proposed method is applicable to a time-variant complex tone in very noisy reverberant environments. Thus, computer simulations were carried out to evaluate how the proposed method robustly and accurately estimates the F 0 in very noisy or/and reverberant environments. We compared with the five typical methods: TEMPO2 [3] , YIN [4] , PHIA [5] , Complex Cepstrum (CmpCep) [6] and SWIPE' [14] .
The target signal x(t) in these simulations was a timevariant complex tone with 10 harmonics (K = 10) in which the F0 in the tone at every 250-ms segment varied from 100 to 200 Hz with an F0 trajectory of 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 180, 160, 140, 120 and 100 Hz. Background noises, n(t)s, were white Gaussian noises with SNRs of 20, 10, 0, −5 and −10 dB. 10 different n(t)s were generated at each SNR condition. RIRs, h(t)s, were Schroeder's RIRs and were formulated as
where a is the gain factor as the normalized power of h(t), TR is the reverberation time, and c(t) is the white noise carrier. This is the well-known stochastic approximation of RIR [13] . Five reverberation conditions (T R = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 s) were used. 10 different RIRs, h(t)s, were generated by 10 different white noise carriers c(t)s at each T R condition. All the stimuli that we used in these simulations were noisy or/and reverberant signals. There were 50 stimuli under noisy 
conditions (y(t) = x(t) + n(t)), 50 stimuli under reverberant conditions (y(t) = x(t) * h(t), and 250 stimuli under noisy reverberant conditions (y(t) = x(t) * h(t) + n(t)).
We used the percent correct rate (%), which is defined as
where 
t)). F0,Est(t) was used to estimate F0
with the six methods in noisy reverberant environments. Here, E = 5 % was used in the evaluation. Figure 3 shows the results of the comparative evaluations for the proposed methods and the five typical methods for estimating F 0 in noisy environments, as a function of SNR. Most of the methods are robust against noise under low-noise conditions. Although the correct rates of the five methods are reduced as the SNR decreases, the correct rate of the proposed method is still high (100 %). Figure 4 shows the results of the comparative evaluations for all methods for estimating F 0 in reverberant environments, as a function of T R. Although the correct rate of TEMPO2, YIN, PHIA and CmpCep are smoothly reduced as the T R increased, the correct rate of SWIPE' and the proposed method are still high under short reverberant conditions. Under all conditions, the proposed method is the most robust against reverberation. Figure 5 shows the total results of the comparative evaluations for all methods that we used for estimating F 0 in noisy reverberant environments. TEMPO2 and YIN provide high performance under noiseless condition. Although PHIA is robust for noisy environments, the correct rate is reduced as T R increases. CmpCep is robust against noise and reverberation; however, it is not an accurate estimation. SWIPE' provides high performance in either noisy or reverberant environments, but the correct rate is drastically reduced in both environments. From all results, it is shown that the proposed method can robustly and accurately estimate F0 in very noisy reverberant environments.
Conclusion
This paper proposed a method for robustly and accurately estimating the F 0 of a time-variant complex tone in very noisy reverberant environments on the basis of the pitch perception of AM tone. Besides, the envelope restoration function based on the MTF concept was applied to the proposed method. Computer simulations were carried out to evaluate the robustness and accuracy of the proposed method compared to those of the other typical methods (TEMPO2, YIN, PHIA, CmpCep and SWIPE'). The results revealed that the typical methods could not robustly or accurately estimate the F0 in very noisy reverberant environments. The results also demonstrated that the proposed method is robust against heavy noise as well as long reverberation and can estimate the F 0 from the observed signal. For future work, we plan to further develop our method to ensure even more robust and accurate estimates of the F 0 for real signals such as the sounds of instruments or speech.
